Cantemo and NetApp Joint Solution
for Enterprise Video
The Challenge
Video has become an important
communication channel that goes well
beyond entertainment. Increasingly,
companies use video not only to
entertain, but to inform and engage
their customers and their employees.
As a result, these companies generate
vast numbers of media assets. Given
the proliferation of content sources,
video formats, and delivery platforms,
plus the sheer size of HD and 4K
video files, media libraries are full
to bursting. Finding the right piece
of content at the right time is not
always easy. Furthermore, enterprise
content producers must be able to
access, manage, share, edit, review,
and archive that content easily and
immediately.

Solution Overview
The problem calls for a media asset
management system (MAM) that
lets users locate, manage, and
share content across workgroups.
The system must also provide highperformance storage at uncompressed
bandwidth for unfettered access
to all video formats and resolutions.
The MAM must be simple, intuitive,
and lightweight.
Expensive broadcast-driven solutions
are often not the answer in enterprise
environments. The Cantemo and NetApp
joint solution for enterprise video fits
easily into corporate environments and

allows media departments to flexibly
and easily manage production and
distribution of corporate content
across multiple geographies. The
solution does so by leveraging the
cloud for low-bit-rate proxy viewing
and collaboration.
With Cantemo Portal, enterprises can
easily maintain control over all of their
media content. Indexing and searching
are easy, as is establishing rules to
ensure that the system performs the
right actions in the right way at the right
time. That capability includes sending
an asset for review, archiving it, or
distributing it across multiple platforms.
But Cantemo Portal’s real strength
lies in its open-ended, modularized
framework that anyone can use to add
integrations and extensions, meaning
that customers can build the perfect
solution for their needs.
On the back end, NetApp FAS storage
running the NetApp Data ONTAP®
storage operating system provides a
centralized, shared content repository.
Enterprise users get reliable, lowlatency, concurrent access to their
media content so that everyone on the
creative team can ingest, edit, render,
and transcode the content in real
time. With the latest generation of FAS
controllers, hybrid flash architectures,
and 10 Gigabit Ethernet interfaces,
there is plenty of video throughput
for these video workgroups using
enterprise scale-out NAS from NetApp.

KEY BENEFITS
Cantemo Portal Offers Ultimate
Control Over Media
r Extend and customize your solution
using REST API and open-source
interfaces.
r Portal easily integrates with
mainstream third-party tools
and infrastructure.
r Portal flexibly ingests all types
of digital media, both motion
and static.
r Transcode full range of media
formats or integrate with
third-party transcoders.
r Leverage virtually unlimited
user-defined metadata fields.
r Automatically manage content
and handle access rights with
sophisticated rules.
Enterprise Storage for Video
Workgroups
r Employ enterprise-resilient
storage (five-9s reliability) for
peace of mind.
r Choose from the entire NetApp®
scale-out NAS storage portfolio to
architect the optimum workgroup
infrastructure.
r Enjoy rapid response with
worldwide parts depots and
customer support.
r Implement RAID 6 (or NetApp
RAID DP® technology) or Dynamic
Disk Pools for unhindered
operations during disk rebuilds.

The combination of Cantemo Portal
and NetApp storage solutions results
in a versatile, corporate-friendly MAM.
This system enables enterprise video
producers to easily manage, search,
edit, review, distribute, and archive their
content instantly, all from one place.

Why Choose NetApp?
NetApp can leverage its wide portfolio
of enterprise class storage platforms
to enable corporate video departments
to architect more efficient and
supportable media production and
distribution workflows. The entire storage
portfolio allows NetApp to optimize for
application performance, bandwidth,
capacity, and enterprise features.

FIGURE 1) CANTEMO PORTAL HELPS BROADCASTERS AND CONTENT PROVIDERS MANAGE THEIR
VIDEO FILES THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE MEDIA LIFECYCLE, FROM CREATION, THROUGH EDITING,
TO DISTRIBUTION AND ARCHIVING.

Why Choose Cantemo?

Technical

Cantemo NLE Integration

Web based for easy asset management
and file sharing between remote offices

Cantemo Built-In Transcoder
Format Support

r Adobe Premiere Pro, Apple Final Cut,
Avid Media Composer

r Extreme customizability and
extensibility, themed interface,
and modular applications

r AVC-Intra, DV, DVCPRO HD, H.264
8-bit, IMX, MPEG-2, ProRes, RED,
VC-1 (WMV), VC-3 (DNxHD), VP6/
FLV, XDCAM HD

r Intuitive interface, fast search
and playback, and lightweight
infrastructure
r Streamlined workflow for the entire
media lifecycle: ingest, production,
archive, distribution

The platform also supports a long list of
video containers, audio formats, images
(bitmap and vector), and documents.

Select Cantemo Software Integrations
r Tools on Air (ingest and playout)
r GLOOKAST (ingest and playout)
r Softron (ingest and playout)
r Telestream (transcoding)
r Oracle (archiving)
r Archiware (archiving)

ABOUT CANTEMO

ABOUT NETAPP

Cantemo is a software company based in Stockholm,
Sweden, which has established a name in the market with
household name customers. Dedicated to the development
of intuitive and streamlined media management solutions,
its flagship product, Cantemo Portal™, is used by content
creators and owners to intuitively manage their media.

Leading organizations worldwide count on NetApp for
software, systems and services to manage and store
their data. Customers value our teamwork, expertise
and passion for helping them succeed now and into
the future. To learn more, visit www.netapp.com.

Cantemo’s leadership team has extensive experience in
the asset management industry combined with a strong
entrepreneurial background. For more information, visit
www.cantemo.com.
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